We investigate, if it pays off for a company to invest into complex swing option algorithms. We first introduce least squares Monte Carlo as a complex valuation algorithm and explain in detail how it works. Using a simulation study and two backtest scenarios we compare the output of this method with a simple myopic approach, and evaluate the results also from a business point of view. We find that myopic operation performs fairly well, but given a certain contract size and a certain contract flexibility, LSMC clearly prevails.
& de Jong (2008) who generalize the American option valuation of
. For an overview over various regression models, see Tsitsiklis & Van Roy (2001) . LSMC proves to be the model of choice for us: it is computationally efficient, and, which is a major asset, price model and option valuation are separated, hence we are not limited in designing the price dynamics, which are discussed in Section 2.1.
We structure the paper as follows. First, we present an adequate price model, then the LSMC algorithm is explained (Section 2). In Section 3 we show how LSMC works using a simple example including all required computational steps 2 . Eventually, in the context of a case study (Section 4), we evaluate if the additional complexity and risk of spot price operation really pays off. As a benchmark model we apply the intuitive myopic 3 approach:
the option is instantly exercised if the current spot price is larger then the strike price. We find that despite LSMC prevails in most scenarios, the myopic approach performs fairly well as well. Thereby the success of LSMC significantly depends on the level of contract flexibility. Below a certain degree of flexibility, a myopic operation delivers fairly good results without requiring the additional effort (and costs) of applying LSMC. In this case, contract size can help to benefit from the slightly larger payoffs of LSMC. Eventually, we see that bearish trends in the operation period pose a threat to LSMC payoffs. Section 5 concludes the paper summarizing the major findings.
Theory
LSMC requires scenarios of possible futures spot price developments, whose generation is based on a mathematical model to explain the development of prices over time. Section 2.1 concerns with this question, whereby Section 2.2 presents the algorithm itself.
A Price Model for Spot and Forward Prices
There is ample research about the development of commodity prices in general, however, regarding natural gas price behavior in particular, the choice is much smaller and mainly focused on parametric stochastic models. Thereby, solutions differ regarding practicability, comprehensibility, and robustness, all being relevant factors in daily business life. For the spot price, Schwartz & Smith (2000) provide a widely-used suggestion for a stochastic process, which splits the price into a long-term and a short-term component. This is very intuitive as gas prices indeed seem to contain both a long-term and a short-term, more trading-originated, component. However, model calibration is not that easy (they suggest The forward price process F t , again, is represented by a diffusion process. There are more complex models like the one-factor model of Clewlow & Strickland (1999) or the two-factor generalization of Kiesel et al. (2009) , for example. They use an exponential volatility function to capture the Samuelson effect, i.e. that the existence of mean-reversion in the spot price causes its volatility to increase towards the forward product's maturity (Samuelson, 1965) . However, for front month contracts we consider this effect to be negligible. Our model reads as follows:
where κ > 0, and 1] . Thereby ρ denotes the correlation between longand short-term prices. Volatility can be designed as time-varying, a step that significantly increases model complexity. Because of this we consider it as not adequate for an introduction to swing options; moreover, the basic features that determine the option value are still captured by Eq (1). An intuitive approach would be to introduce a summer/winter or quarter-wise dummy. A more advanced model for discrete-time processes is the GARCH model of Engle (1982) , which is widely used in finance. GARCH stands for General Autoregressive Conditional Heteroscedasticity (GARCH) and is basically an autoregressive model for Σ. For a detailed introduction please refer to McNeil et al. (2015) .
Economic-wise we motivate the mean reversion κ with existing short-term imbalance 4 between supply and demand: For a few days, prices can drop or spike until supply and demand return to the long-term equilibrium. Given a certain κ, the spot prices P t need ln 2/κ days to cover half the price difference back to the front month price F t . The effect of κ is plotted in Figure 1 , where you see 20 simulated price paths each over 100 days (volatility is fixed): The stronger the mean reversion, i.e. the larger the κ, the faster the spot returns to the front month level in Eq. (1), i.e. the smaller the oscillation of the price spread. 
The Theory of Least Squares Monte Carlo
A standard natural gas swing option is characterized by three parameters: a global maximum offtake, a global minimum offtake and a maximum single offtake each time the contract is exercised. Usually, a contract covers one year, hence we speak of an maximum annual contract quantity (ACQ) with a minimum offtake, the take-or-pay quantity (ToP). Option rights are exercised on a daily basis, i.e. we have a maximum daily contract quantity (DCQ). The maximum number of exercise days (Ed) on which a maximum offtake is possible
The difference between ToP and ACQ is the optional (flexible) quantity, where the holder of the option can decide whether to use it or not. The question now is: When to exercise the option and how to take into account the stochastic behavior of spot prices? To address this problem, we apply LSMC and thereby mainly stick to the approach of Boogert & De Jong (2008) . Their algorithm essentially consists of four steps: 1. Discretize time and cumulative offtake levels, 2. Formulate the decision problem, 3. Apply the LSMC algorithm, 4. Find the optimal strategy using forward induction.
(1) Discretize time and cumulative offtake levels. For this purpose, we generate a twodimensional discrete time-volume grid with cumulative offtakes q n,t ∈ Q t , n = 1, 2, ..., N ∈ N, at time instances t ∈ 1, . . . , T ∈ N. Thereby, Q t represents the set of all possible cumulative offtakes at time t. When moving from time instance t to t + 1 the holder of the swing option can exercise a swing right. If he does, we have a state transition q n,t ⇒ q n+1,t+1 , else we have q n,t ⇒ q n,t+1 (see Figure 2) . For each transition, we have to choose an action a t ∈ A t , where
else.
The logic behind that is: If it makes sense to exercise the option, than we take the maximum possible amount to generate the maximum possible profits.
(2) Formulate the decision problem. Note that every action a t leads to a cash flow CF t (a t , S t ) = a t · S t depending on the spread S t = CP t − P t between contract price CP t and spot price P t . Consequently, the sum of cash flows over the life time of a swing option, 6 i.e. the total option value, amounts to
According to Bellman's principle of optimality (Bellman, 1957 ) the optimal decision rule reads as follows:
where E t+1 [·] is the expected (residual) value of the swing contract from t+1 until maturity. This value, which is also called continuation function, includes all information available at time t regarding the future spread evolution and the optimal reaction upon this development.
Hence, E t+1 [·] equals the expected sum over all future cash flows from t + 1 up to T . This means that, based on the decision rule mentioned above, we should choose action a t such that the value of the decision function Π t is maximized. In practice, E t+1 [·] is unknown and thus has to be approximated.
. Based on our model from Section 2.1 we generate j = 1, 2, ..., J price (spread) paths using Monte Carlo simulation. We apply least squares regression techniques to compute the approximated expectation of the cumulative cash flows at time t+1, i.e. ACCF 
As a regression function we use power polynomials of degree K = 3, as own empirical studies show that such polynomials produce sufficiently good results, i.e.
For a detailed discussion of alternatives, see Longstaff & Schwartz (2001) . The least squares method is available in almost every econometric software and especially in MS Excel with the RGP function. Using the estimated regression parametersβ, we approximateÊ t+1 [S t , q t +
This procedure runs backwards in time for every grid point q n,t ∈ Q t in the state grid for t = T, T − 1, T − 2, ..., 1. Using the decision function Π t (S t , q t + a t ), it is possible to select the optimal action a t ∈ A t . The regression parameters are stored in q n,t .
(4) Use forward induction. We start at grid point q n=1,t=1 and move forward in time t = 1, 2, ..., T in order to find the optimal operational strategy for the swing option. Therefore we insert the realized price spread S t into Eq. (4), and calculateÊ t+1 [S t , q n,t + a t ] usingβ k . Thereby we select the optimal decision using Π t (S t , q t + a t ). We then store the state transition q t ⇒ q t+1 , move on to t + 1, and repeat the procedure, etc.
A Numerical Example
For a better understanding of the LSMC algorithm we present a simple numeric example which is reproducible in MS EXCEL. The example is based on the parameters found in Table 1 . Given these values, Ed = 4/1 = 4. We use five paths of simulated price spreads shown in Table 2 . For the discretization step we opt for a (fictive) 4 × 4 state grid, as we have 4 time steps and 4 steps in the quantity dimension. Figure 3 illustrates the discretization for our sample parameters, where the white circles represent the allowed states in the grid and the gray circles represent the states which cannot be reached given the decision problem's constraints. Let's, for example, start in q n=1,t=1 . From there we cannot step e.g. to q n=4,t=2 , as only two state transitions are possible, namely q n=1,t=1 ⇒ q n=1,t=2 and q n=1,t=1 ⇒ q n=2,t=2 .
Once the discretization is done we apply the backward LSMC algorithm. We start in state q 4,4 and step backwards in time t = T, T − 1, T − 2, ..., 1. For all states in T , no further state 8 Then, we step back to t = 3 and there exemplary to q n=3,t=3 (q n=4,t=3 is not possible). Here, both a t = DCQ t and a t = 0 are possible -with a state transition q n=3,t=3 ⇒ q n=4,t=4 or q n=3,t=4 ⇒ q n=4,t=4 . In order to choose between both actions, we use the decision function Π Consequently, a t=3 = DCQ t , if S j t=3 > 0, otherwise we don't exercise the contract, i.e. a t=3 = 0. Assume that we are in state q j n=2,t=2 , were we could now choose between a t = DCQ t or a t = 0. Using Table 2 we see that for q j n=3,t=3 and q j n=2,t=3 : ACCF t=2 ((q n=2,t=2 + a t=2 ), S t=3 ) = (0.10, 0, 0.13, 0, 0) T .
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We apply Eq.(3), i.e. we perform a least squares regression, using a power polynomial of degree K = 3 which includes a constant term:
with (β 1 , β 2 , β 3 , β 4 ) = (0.10, 0.70, 0.31, −2.55). The result is:
which is inserted into the decision function for a t=2 = DCQ: 
As a result, only in j = 3 is a = DCQ. The path-wise decisions are now used for calculating ACCF This process is executed for the states in the state grid until state q n=1,t=1 is reached. In Table 6 the regression parameters and in Table 7 the cumulative cash flows are shown. Finally, the estimated regression parameters and the decision function are used in the forward algorithm. The sample path in Table 8 shows the resulting decision trajectory. The decision matrix is displayed in Table 9 .
Case Study
Using a case study we now compare LSMC to the much simpler myopic operation, which doesn't consider future price developments. In Section 4.1 we explain the setup before turning to the data in Section 4.2. Results are given in Section 4.3.
Setup of the Case Study
We compute swing values for two different contract periods: The gas year 2013/2014 with a calibration period of 2011/10/01−2013/09/30 and the gas year 2014/2015 with a calibration period of 2012/10/01 − 2014/09/30. Thereby, our study is centered around a base case. Its parametrization and the alternatives (including different levels of contract flexibility) are summarized in Table 3 . In the base case, only one set of price simulations is used for both the forward and backward run of the LSMC algorithm. To analyze model sensitivity, we alternatively test different sets of price simulations for both parts. For the corresponding myopic strategy, as it requires only one set of simulations, we use those of the forward run in order to have comparable results (see Table 4 ). A backtest against realized prices is done as well in order to verify our findings. More levels of constraints, e.g. quarterly or seasonal boundaries, are possible as well. However, we refrain from this step due to the dilemma of dimensions, which describes the fact that by increasing the number of constraints we would increase the dimensionality of the solution space, which, in turn, means significantly higher computational effort (see Bellman & Dreyfus, 1962 
Data Section
We use day ahead (DA) and month ahead (MA) prices from the TTF hub as published on the PEGAS website 5 . Day ahead means a (physical) delivery of a certain amount of gaspriced and measured in EUR/MWh -to be delivered on the next working day of the current trading day. The MA denotes the same but for the month that follows the current month 6 .
Weekends are not considered. Both time series range from January 1st, 2008, to April 4th, 2016, and are depicted in Figure 4 . The spikes in Feb 2012 and the weather-related spiky period in March 2013 are clearly visible in the spot prices. Apart from that we see the mean reverting behavior of the DA prices, whereby the MA serves as a long-term price level. From mid 2015 on the influence of the oil price decline is visible as gas prices -also due to a more than sufficient supply situation and warm winters -started into a continuous decline. Table 5 gives some descriptive statistics for both calibration windows. In the first period, for example, with an estimated κ of 0.071, it takes roughly 9 days for the DA price to cover half the distance back to the MA price. As expected, DA prices show a distinctly higher volatility than MA prices. Interestingly, from Period 1 to 2, long-term volatility increased while the spot volatility dropped from about 40% to 32%. Correlation between long-and short-term prices varies also over time. Figure 5 exemplary shows the offtakes in the backtest for the first period compared to the development of the price spreads. We see that at the end of the period, the algorithm exercises more often in order to guarantee the required minimum number of offtakes, which is obviously not optimal. However, we can also see that extraordinarily big spreads are utilized as well.
Results
In Table 10 we summarize the quantiles as well as backtest results for all analyzed cases. Thereby we prefer the 50% quantile, i.e the median, over the mean as the resulting distributions are asymmetric 7 . In general, the performance of the LSMC strategy prevails, however, there are parameter combinations where a myopic strategy yields higher payoffs, 7 Spot price innovations are log-normally distributed. 1. Simulation results differ between Period 1 and 2 indicating that the price process changed. We also see that using different simulations for the forward and backward run of the LSMC algorithm has no significant impact. Interestingly, for Cases 1 and 2 and for both periods, the median values of a myopic strategy and LSMC are almost identical, but LSMC's backtest results in Period 1 are clearly better. Differences are largest for Cases 3 and 4 where the contract has the highest flexibility. Notably, in Case 3 in Period 1, the myopic approach performs significantly better than LSMC. Overall, it is remarkable that a strategy so simple as a myopic approach produces fairly good results in most cases.
2. Bearish times are bad times for LSMC, as (short-term) trends are not considered in the price model. They pose a threat to LSMC results and favor a myopic strategy, simply because the latter one would execute early than the other. Short-lived bullish trends, again, favor the LSMC strategy where time-to-maturity influences the option value as well. The larger a contract's flexibility the larger the effects on the overall values. In Period 1, for example, LSMC produces a by 0.2 EUR/MWh (Case 3) smaller backtest result than using the myopic operation. This is due to the fact that prices show no trend in the calibration period, but are falling in the operation period. LSMC cannot anticipate such developments (without recalibration), hence, it wouldn't adjust operation. On the other hand, in the backtest for Period 2, the LSMC result is about 0.16 EUR/MWh higher than the payoff of a myopic strategy (see Table 10 ). In Case 3, LSMC prevails with respect to the distribution, displayed in Figures 6 and 7 . On average the plus of a LSMC strategy to the myopic approach amounts to 0.86 EUR/MWh (Period 1) or 0.49 EUR/MWh (Period 2). Here we see the effect of considering the time value, i.e. the "value of waiting". Whereas a myopic strategy exercises at the first fifty positive spreads, LSMC might wait. 4. Using LSMC makes sense above a certain level of flexibility or contract size in order to compensate fixed costs e.g. for software licences or quantiative staff, which would not appear on the payroll in a myopic world.
Conclusion
In this paper we discuss two different operational strategies for natural gas swing options, namely LSMC and a myopic approach. Thereby we focus on the aspects of usability and financial advantages. Our results are based on Monte Carlo simulation based on a widelyused price model, which assumes that short-term spot prices are mean reverting around the price of the front month contract. For the sake of simplicity, volatility is left constant. Contract-wise we consider different flexibility configurations for two different gas years.
We see that the higher a swing option's flexibility the higher the (positive) difference between the average LSMC payoff and the average myopic result. For testing the robustness of both strategies we compute backtest cash flows for both analyzed periods. Considering that these are just two exemplary results we identify a few indications when to stay with a myopic strategy and when to choose a more advanced LSMC algorithm: First, contract size should be above a certain level to cover the additional costs of LSMC (compared to a myopic 15 approach). Second, LSMC's performance clearly depends on the contract's flexibility. A certain degree of optionality is required to financially justify the application of such a more advanced method. Third, if prices show no trend or are bullish in the calibration period, but are expected to be bearish in the operation period, myopic operation seems more robust simply because the option is exercised earlier. On the other side, if prices are bearish in the calibration period and bullish or showing no trend in the operation period (backtest period), LSMC prevails.
LSMC performance clearly relies on a similar price behavior in both calibration and operation period. To cope with this fact we recommend a regular recalibration of the price model also during the operation period. It might also be beneficial to combine the myopic approach with LSMC to cope with appearing trends. To find suitable market signs for switching between the both strategies and the resulting improvement, further research is required. 
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